SCHOOL LIFE
Start of Creative activities at "Aleko Konstantinov" Primary school
Youth academy ”Creative sparks”
This year "Aleko Konstantinov "Primary school continues to involve it’s students in the
challenge called work on projects. The project is called "Fire of Orpheus "and the goal - to
allow
children to express themselves in art, theater, vocal art, literature and classes of piano and
guitar.
The first meeting with the experts of the foundation- Eugenia Tagareva and Denitza
Gerginikova, held on 23 October 2013, was extremely emotional.
Participants were not limited in the frame of an art ! We are extremely happy- the students are
willing to help as volunteers in organizing events to capture and publish materials related to
work of the project. We wish all participants success, inspiration and courage to follow their
dreams!

SCHOOL FOR PARENTS
How to protect the children on the road
Dear Parents,
To protect the lives of children on the road you have to follow basic rules:
• accompanied your child to school, explaining constantly him or her the traffic rules of
pedestrian and roadway intersections around schools , the importance of traffic lights ;
• determine which is the shortest and safest route for your child to walk and
come home from school. Practise the route several times with him/her to be sure that the route
is remembered ;
• Control personally, whether the child complies with your instructions for crossing and that
she/he walks on the agreed route ;
• Explain to your child that he/she should not cross in front of the stopped bus and behind the
parked car;
• Arrange with your child a safe place to play after she/he prepares lessons for the next day ;
• use the time of travel to explain clearly what is seen on roadway - road signs , errors and
dangerous behavior of adults and children on the street;
• use the first days of the school year to remind your child the rules for safe movement of
pedestrians ;
• make sure that before your child goes out to ride a bike or roller skates , she/he wears the
necessary protective equipment and attached reflective elements .

LIBRARY-INFORMATION CENTRE
110 years since the birth of Zlatyu Boyadzhiev-Bulgarian artist
Zlatyu Boyadziev is one of the most interesting Bulgarian artists. His work is divided into two
radically different periods following the stroke and partial paralysis on his right side in 1951.
He was born on October 22nd , 1903 in Brezovo (Plovdiv). In the first period Zlatyu
Boyadziev created the most valuable of his paintings, most of them are in the largest state

museums. If one of the greatest European artists has walked around our land and painted
Bulgarian style of life.
Portraits of Zlatyu Boyadziev are famous for their tight pattern, solid modeling of forms and
deep insight into the nature of portrayed person.
Following stroke Zlatyu Boyadziev paralyzed and no longer painted. After that he started to
draw with the left hand totally different paintings.He made hundreds compositions, portraits
and landscapes with enhanced expression and drama. He had solo exhibitions in Sofia and
Plovdiv. Winner of the Union of Bulgarian Artists "Vladimir Dimitrov - the Master."
He died on 2nd February 1976 in Plovdiv.

FUNNY PAGESES
Balkanski circus
Circus! Circus! Circus! One of the magic words for each child and unforgettable
entertainment to generations of children and adults!
On 3rd November, 2013 Circus "Balkan" is performing" in Plovdiv. It is found by Alexander
Balkanski in the year of 2000.
The program was saturated with attractions, the first of which was "Flying motorcyclist."
Riders of Paragvay, Colombia, Brazil and Argentina - these are the riders in the "Globe
of death "They took our breath away with their performance and their unique tricks.
Under the dome of the largest circus of the Balkans we have been waiting for more than 2
hours entertainment and gripping breath.
In 2020, the family Balkanski will celebrate 200th anniversary - 200 years of dedication to
circus. And this year Alexander Balkanski was awarded by one of most prestigious theater
awards - "Icarus" for outstanding contribution to the development of the Bulgarian
circus.

